
Mountain lakesoffer someof thebest freshwaterdive sites.
You can find rivers with walls of granite that have been
polished by centuries of flowing water. Some lakes offer
amazing visibility giving the impression that you are
hovering in mid-air rather than underwater. You can also
expect geological features such as steep dropping stone
walls. Dives at altitude may require you to have excellent
thermalprotectionbutareworththeadditionaleffort.

At altitude the atmospheric pressure is lower than at sea-
level. This reducedpressurehas consequences thatmustbe
accounted for. Before enjoying the excitement of altitude
diving, youmust be aware of such consequences and know
how to deal with them. The altitude initiation is meant for
thatpurpose.

Theobvious follow-upof altitude is that thediver returns to
a lower atmospheric pressure after the dive. This reduces
the tolerance for nitrogen and thus increases the risk of
decompression sickness. Divermust reduce their exposure
tonitrogentoaccount for their reduced tolerance.

In addition to nitrogen, lower oxygen levels and the
reducedpressuremustbe taken intoaccount.
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Considerations for Altitude Diving

Diving at altitude requires taking the lower atmospheric pressure into account.With respect todecompression sickness, youare
concernedwith the lower partial pressure of nitrogen. But also the lower pressure of oxygen and the lower total pressure cause
problems that need tobe addressedwhendiving at altitude. Concerns related tonitrogenare adequately addressedbymostdive
computers. Many dive computers “sense” by themselves that they are at higher altitude andwill adapt calculations accordingly.
Other computersneed tobe set by thediver andsomearenot programmed foraltitude at all. Youneed to refer to the instructions
for use for the computer you are using. If tables are used, the diver must do the calculations that are normally done by the dive
computer.

In any case (table calculations with conversion table, table calculation with formulas or using a dive computer) there is some
doubt with respect to the “purelymathematical” approach to diving at altitude. There is not sufficient evidence confirming that
the mathematical approach works. There is also no proof that it does not – there has simply not been enough research. The
general recommendation is to bemore conservative than themathematics suggest. Recommendations include a need for lower
ascent speeds, making a safety stop for every dive and not making more than two dives in a day. With a correctly set dive
computer and some added conservatism, the risk of decompression sickness should be equivalent to dives at sea level with the
samecomputer.

Avoiding decompression sickness is not the only consideration. Divers traveling to altitudemust allow their body to adapt itself
to the requirements for oxygen transport at that altitude (your body needs time to produce additional haemoglobin). Lack of
oxygen at altitude will make you less fit than you are at sea level. As long as you are not acclimatised, you should move slowly
whenpreparing for thedive.Youmayneed to takeabreak fromtime to time inorder tocatchyourbreath.

Whenreturning to thesurfaceafteradive, the reducedpresenceof oxygenmightcatchyoubysurprise. There isno lackof oxygen
underwater. In a lakeat2,000metres, thepartial pressureof oxygenat as little as2metersdepthwouldbe the sameas thepartial
pressure of oxygen at sea level. It is easy to work out: 0.8 bar atmospheric pressure at an altitude of 2,000 metres and 0.2 bars
hydrostatic (water) pressure = 1 bar. That is the same as the pressure at the surface at sea-level. If you overexert yourself at 2
meters depth (in that lake) to the limit of your fitness and then go to the surface you could be facing a problem. The partial
pressure of oxygen at the surface is lower. Thismaynot be enough for your body to recuperate from the effort exerted atdepth. If
youoverexert yourself on landyouwouldbe instantly “warned” thatyouareexertingyourself toomuch.At twometersdepthyou
donotget suchawarning.

There is another aspect of diving at altitude that needs your attention. A standard buoyancy check at the surface doesnot always
work at altitude.Mountain lakes have freshwater. Youwould thus expect to need the same amount of weight as youwould need
with the same equipment in a lake at sea level.When doing the buoyancy check at altitudewith the “normal technique”, youwill

find that youneedsubstantiallymoreweight thanat
sea-level. The reason for that is the lower pressure
at altitude. A neoprene suit will get thicker when
brought to altitude, because all the little pockets of
air in the neoprenewill be expanding. This gives the
suit a higher than normal positive buoyancy at the
surface.

The moment you descend, the buoyancy of the suit
will return to normal. In contrast with what a
buoyancy checkmay lead you to believe, there is no
need for additional weight. For dives at altitude it is
best to check the amount of weight your equipment
requires at sea level. If that is not an option you
should not limit yourself to a buoyancy check at the
surface, but also at about 2 meters depth. With a
cylinder that has about 50 bar left, you should be
able to hover at 2 meters depth without adding air
to theBCD.
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Measuring Depth at Altitude

Todaymost depthgaugesaredigital. Theyworkwith apressure sensorwhich changes the
electronic resistance to convert pressure measurements to the depth reading on the
display of the instrument. This depth gauge is an integrated part of the dive computer
which allows divers to set additional parameters of a dive such as a Nitrox blend. In the
same way, the computer can be set for the altitude at which a dive takes place. Divers
should check the instructions for use of a computer. Some computers have sensors that
captureatmosphericpressureautomatically,butmostmustbe setby thediver.

Analoguedepthgaugeshaveabourdon tube. It is a closedbourdon tube,whichmeans that
the pressure does not enter the tube, but exerts its force on the outside. With increasing
pressure the tube coils inward tomove the needle that indicates the depth on the display.
The tube is filled with gas during production (and thus with atmospheric pressure) and
thensealed.Thehousing is filledwitha liquid that transfers thepressureonto the tube.

When taking a depth gauge with a
bourdon tube to higher altitudes the
needle of on the display will give a
reading below zero meters. If the
needle read 2 meters below zero at
the surface, it would indicate 18
meterswhen the diver is at 20meters
depth and 28 meters at 30 meters
depth. Membrane depth gauges
(which have a flat metal disc rather
than a tube) share the problem of
indicating too shallow depths at
altitude. This is why you will find
most analogue depth gauges to be
equipped with an option to readjust
the scale to read zero at the surface before starting the dive. A diver who set the scale for zero before the dive will read the real
depthduring thedive.

A capillary depth gauge is a tubewith a very small diameter (hence the name capillary). The diameter of the tube is less than the
surface tension of a drop of water, meaning that you cannot pour water in or out of the tube without using additional force

(pressure). The tube mimics an inverted container
filledwith air. This means that doubling the pressure
decreases the volume by half (at sea level 10 meter
depth represents 2 bar, which is the double of 1 bar –
the10meter readingwillbeprecisely in themiddleof
the tube). Some divers use capillary depth gauges for
altitude diving. Because the capillary depth gauge
works according to Boyle's law, it takes variations in
theatmosphericpressure intoaccount.

If at a certain mountain lake the atmospheric
pressure is 0.8 bars, the tube will be filled with air at
that pressure. Doubling the pressure will decrease
the volume by half. Two times 0.8 bars is 1.6 bars.
Thatmeans that the depth gaugewill read 10meters
when the diver actually is at 8 meters depth. In
contrast with all the other types of depth gauges, this
is deeper than the actual depth (other gauges read
shallower when the atmospheric pressure is
reduced). The indicated depth (in this case 10
meters) is not the real depth of the dive, but the
equivalent sea level depth. In other words, this is the
depth where the diver should look at the dive tables
to find the no-decompression limit for a dive at 8
metersdepth in that specificmountain lake. Capillary
depth gauges thus only make sense for divers using
dive tables.



The Use of Dive Tables

Dive tables are created for
dives at sea level. Theyhave a
certain tolerance (as an
example 300 meters), but
whenyougohigher, youneed
to account for the lower
atmospheric pressure. This
can be done in two ways. For
most dive tables there are
altitude conversion tables
available. These require you
to know the altitude of the
lake inwhichyouarediving.

In the same manner you can convert the ascent speed and
the depth of your safety stops. In that case you multiply by
the atmospheric pressure at altitude. This is because you
are now converting table values to actual dive data, rather
than the other way around. When calculating the
equivalent depth, you were converting the actual depth to
tablevalues.

Another way would be to
know the local atmospheric

pressure (a rule of thumb is a loss of 0.1 bars for every 1000
meters in altitude) and to calculate an “equivalent sea-level
depth”. This is the theoretical depth you use on the dive
table. The theoretical depth accounts for the differences
betweensea-level andaltitude.

The calculation is done by dividing the depth of the dive by
the atmospheric pressure at altitude (obviously the
atmospheric pressure at sea level also plays a role in the
calculation, but since its value is 1, it would not change the
resultwhendividingormultiplying).

Note that these calculations are not very accurate as we
assume the atmospheric pressure at sea level to be 1 bar,
where we know that the average atmospheric pressure is
1ATMor1.01325bar.

Warning: a dive table can aid in preventing decompression sickness, but cannot provide any guarantee.
Dive conservative and stay well within recommended limits!

Dive Tables
M Start

here Table 1 – to find pressure group at end of dive

Depth Time 00 US Navy Limit 00 Recommended Limit

E 12 E 5 15 25 30 40 50 70 80 100 110 130
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E 24 E 4 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
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E 33 E 4 4 5 10 13 15 20
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E 39 E 4 4 5 8 10
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Table 3 – to find nitrogen penalty for next dive Table 2 – to find pressure group after surface-interval
The time in white (minutes) is the nitrogen penalty, the time in

blue (minutes) is the time remaining before reaching the
recommended limit

Times in this table are given in hours:minutes. These are intervals.
The time you stay at the surface between dives should fall on or

between the given times.

Some points to keep in mind when you are using these dive tables:
· Use the exact or next greater time and depth · Use a dive computer whenever possible
· Calculate dives in cold water and strenuous dives 4 metres

deeper than they actually are
· Add the nitrogen penalty to the actual dive-time and use the sum

to re-enter table 1
· After a single dive, do not fly in an airplane or ascent to high

altitude for 12 hours. After multiple dives, wait at least 18
hours before flying

· For diving at altitudes higher than 300 meters above sea-level,
this table cannot be used without conversion. Only altitude
initiated divers may make these conversions

· At the end of a dive make a safety stop at 5 metres for a
duration of 3 minutes. This is required for dives within 5
minutes from the recommended limit and/or dives to 30
metres depth or deeper

· If you exceed the recommended maximum dive time for less than
5 minutes, make an emergency stop at 5 metres depth during at
least 8 minutes. Exceeding longer requires a stop of at least 15
minutes – never purposely exceed the limits!

· Table for air diving only · Ascent speed no faster than 18 metres per minute
· Tables for recreational dives only · Repetitive dives should not be deeper than 30 metres
· Dive time = beginning of descent until beginning of ascent · Make the deepest dive of the day first

Traveling to Altitude with Tables

For people traveling to altitude to dive, additional
procedures and recommendations are in place. You could
say that the first dive after arriving at altitude is already a
repetitive dive. Coming from sea level, your body is
saturatedwithmoreNitrogen than the bodies of thosewho
live at altitude. They already are acclimatized to altitude.
For the traveling diver the extra nitrogen needs to be taken
intoaccount.

There are different procedures for different tables. In most
cases youwill be assigned a pressure group, just as itwould
be done at the end of a dive. Once you arrive at altitude you
can then use the surface interval table to find a new group
by calculating the time between arrival at altitude and the
time of the dive as a surface interval. That calculation is the
sameas forasurface intervalbeforearepetitivedive.

This is a purely “mathematical approach” and there is some
doubt about whether or not mathematics take all relevant
factors into account. As an example:when going to a higher
altitudewithout being acclimatized, your circulation needs
towork faster to supply the oxygen demand of your body. A
change in circulation may have a negative effect on the
development of decompression sickness . The
mathematical approach only takes the lower partial
pressure of nitrogen into account. For reasons like this it is
recommended to dive more conservatively than the
mathematics suggest.

It is recommended to wait before the first dive at altitude
until you are “out of the surface interval table” of the dive
tables you use. For the version of the US Navy table in the
OpenWater Scuba Diver manual this would mean that you
wait 12 hours before making your first dive. For other dive
tables, other recommendationsare inplace.

When you travel to altitudes higher than 2400meters, you
should wait at least 12 hours before making a first dive. If
youwish to divewithin 12 hours of arrival with the table in
your Open Water Scuba Diver manual, you can use the
below table. Find howmuch altitude you gained. The table
then gives the pressure group at arrival. Use the exact value
or roundupto thenextgreaternumber.


